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Don’t Overextend Yourself When Buying a Home
How to avoid this and other similar mistakes

When you are at the point in your life when you are ready to buy a house, it can be a very exciting
time. However, it’s important not to pursue a property without knowing what you can afford and what
will be the best investment for you in the long run. Before you start your home search, be aware of
these common mistakes that could cause you to buy beyond your means. 

 

Assuming

 

You know what happens
when you assume, right?
Yes, assumptions are
dangerous at any time, but
especially so during the
home-buying process. You
need to base all plans and
details off of hard facts,
never “best guesses.” 

 

The online calculators
offered online are nothing
more than estimates, so
they are to be used only as a
guide. Individuals’ credit
scores and debt-to-income
ratios play a big part in what
you will be paying. 

 

That being said, it’s best to
meet with a lender prior to
engaging in any activity. 

 

“The idea is to find out how much you can afford to borrow. Once you know how much you have to
work with, then and only then should you start your house hunt,” said Than Merrill of FortuneBuilders,
one of the premier real estate education companies in the country. “It is important to work within the
confines of your loan.”

 

Forgetting about additional costs

 

Purchasing property is as complicated as it is exciting. Do your homework and be aware of the other
costs associated with buying a home. There are interest rates, closing costs, property taxes,
insurance premiums and HOA fees to consider, and that’s just the tip of the iceberg.

 

Not protecting your investment

 

“Upon searching for the perfect property, it is not uncommon to become infatuated with a home.







However, it is important not to make any rash decisions before you view the property in a more
detailed light,” Merrill said. “What was originally a great-looking property may be nothing more than a
money pit once you really get down to it. Essentially, you can’t know what you are getting into until
you really get a feel for the property.”

 

Home inspections can help you with that. The inspector will be able to find problems that you can’t
and that the seller may not disclose. You’ll want to know these problems before you sign on the
dotted line and inherit what are essentially hidden “fees.” 

 

Contingency clauses are another form of protection. A mortgage with this addendum protects you if,
for example, the appraisal price comes in over the purchase price. If this were to occur, the buyer
could get back the down payment and start his home search over; however, without the clause, the
buyer would still be obligated to buy the house that he now can’t afford.

 

Underestimating rehabs

 

Along the same lines, get hard numbers when it comes to any renovations you may want for the
home. Add this to the price of the home that you have your eye on and make sure that number is still
on budget. Never look at something as an easy fix; in fact, it may be beneficial to overestimate rehab
costs for the sake of your bottom line. 

 

All of the above can be avoided by simply having your finances in order. If you stay organized, plan
ahead and remember your bottom line, you’ll be off to a good start.
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What Vehicle is Right for You?
Seven steps for finding your perfect car

Finding the “perfect” vehicle sounds quite cut-and-dry, but there is actually a lot more involved in the
process than pointing out a car that looks pretty. In fact, there is no “perfect” vehicle, but there very
well could be one that is perfect for you. Follow the tips below from Edmunds.com’s Senior Consumer
Advice Editor Philip Reed to pick a new or used car, truck, SUV or van that will best suit you for years
to come. 

 

1.    Assess your needs. Be practical. As Reed says, “Functionality should trump flash.” Consider the
present and future answers to questions such as:

How many passengers do you need to carry?
What type of driving do you do — highway, city, off-road, all weather?
Do you have a long commute necessitating better fuel economy?
What safety/cargo features are important to you?
How much garage or parking space do you have? 

2.    Set a budget. Before you even lay eyes on a vehicle, you will need to discern your budget, and
not just for the car. Figuring out how much you pay per month for other things (i.e. rent, utilities,
groceries, etc.) compared to your income will give you an idea of what you can afford toward a car
payment. Reed recommends a general rule of no more than 20 percent of your monthly take-home
pay should go toward your vehicle payment, otherwise you are foolishly overpaying.

 

3.    Compare leasing and
buying. This is another
aspect that is not ‘one
answer fits all.’ Each options
carries pros and cons. For
example, a lease requires
little or no money down and
offers lower monthly
payments, yet when the
lease ends, you have to start
the shopping process all
over again. On the other
hand, buying a car is more
costly up front, and the
monthly payments are a bit
higher, but when the loan is
paid off, you own that
vehicle outright. That is just
the tip of the iceberg, as
there are many other
advantages and
disadvantages of each to
consider. 

 

4.    Consider all the costs of ownership. Think long-term. It may be true that a car, especially a
pre-owned one, may be cheap to buy, but it can also be expensive to own. Therefore, before signing
on the dotted line for anything, estimate ownership costs for the long haul. This includes depreciation,
insurance, maintenance and fuel costs.

 

5.    Look at other cars in the class. Say you see a car on the street that strikes your fancy. It







happens a lot. Nowadays, dealerships and other companies in the auto dealership have a plethora of
tools that help you identify, research and compare that vehicle that was “love at first sight” to others
that are similar but may be a better fit for you.

 

6.    Set up a test drive. This is one of the most important parts of your vehicle search. After you
scour the Internet for the vehicle you like, call or visit the dealership to schedule a test drive. 

 

“By making a test-drive appointment, you ensure that the car will be waiting for you when you arrive,”
explained Reed. 

 

While on the test drive, you need to know what to look for. Drive it like you would during your every
day life, be that in mountainous terrain or stop-and-go traffic. Try out each seat for comfort that meets
your standards. Feel carefully for the smoothness of the ride, and keep the radio off while driving so as
to listen for the engine hum. 

 

7.    Make your choice and sign for it. If your choice isn’t clear after test driving several cars (never try
out just one; you need to compare), sleep on it. If you still can’t decide, go back to the drawing board
and rethink your priorities. 

 

But if you think you’ve found your perfect car after following steps 1-7, grab the keys and hit the open
road. And as always, contact us today to help get the right financing for whatever you’re looking for.
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Deducting Long-term Care Insurance Premiums
You can receive tax benefits from your long-term care insurance

If you have long-term care insurance, you are taking a great step to provide for your future. The good
news is that the benefits do not reside solely in the future because you may be able to receive a tax
deduction for the premiums on your long-term care insurance right now. The following information can
help you determine if you qualify for a deduction.

 

“If you have a tax-qualified long-term-care insurance policy, you can count a portion of the premium as
a tax-deductible medical expense,” states Kimberly Lankford from Kiplinger. “Most long-term-care
policies issued in the past several years meet the requirements (ask your insurer about yours).”

 

So, what counts as a
qualified long-term care
insurance policy? According
to the IRS, in order to
qualify, the insurance
contract must only provide
coverage of qualified
services related to long-term
care. It also must be
guaranteed renewable.
Furthermore, it can’t provide
any cash surrender value or
any other money to be
borrowed, pledged,
assigned or otherwise paid. 

 

The contract also must show
that refunds are only used to
increase future benefits or
reduce future premiums.
There is an exception to this
for refunds issued on the
death of the insured person
or if they completely cancel
or surrender the contract.

 

“Generally not pay or reimburse expenses incurred for services or items that would be reimbursed
under Medicare, except where Medicare is a secondary payer, or the contract makes per diem or
other periodic payments without regard to expenses,” according to the IRS.

 

The amount you can deduct depends on how old you are. These are the maximum amounts that you
can deduct from your annual premium for the 2015 tax year:

 

•  40 years old or younger - $380 

•  41 through 50 - $710

•  51-60 - $1,430

•  61-70 - $3,800







•  70 or older - $4,750

 

The amount you can deduct also depends on how much you’ve spent on medical expense that were
not reimbursed. If you are not self-employed, you have to add the cost of your premiums to all of your
unreimbursed medical expenses, and that number has to exceed a certain percent of your adjusted
gross income in order for that excess to qualify as a deduction. That threshold is 10 percent of your
adjusted gross income if you are under 65 and 7.5 percent if you are 65 or older.

 

If you are able to make a deduction, it will be reported on Schedule A (Form 1040).

 

“If you are self-employed, the tax-deductibility rules are a little different: You can take the amount of
the premium as a deduction as long as you made a net profit; your medical expenses do not have to
exceed a certain percentage of your income,” according to ElderLawAnswers.com. 

 

“Also, if you are an eligible retired public safety officer, you cannot include premiums for long-term
care insurance if you elected to pay these premiums with tax-free distributions from a qualified
retirement plan made directly to the insurance provider and these distributions would otherwise have
been included in your income,” states the IRS.

 

If you have any other questions, you can read more about deducting medical expenses at
http://www.irs.gov/publications/p502/ar02.html#en_US_2014_publink1000178974.
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Important Things to Know About Social Security
Top things that everyone needs to know about Social Security

Social Security is the cornerstone of many people’s retirement. Whether or not you are nearing
retirement age, you probably have questions and concerns about Social Security. This information
can help clear some things up.

 

One of the first times that people become aware of Social Security is when they notice the
contributions that come out of their paychecks.

 

“Currently, you and your
employer each pay a 6.2
percent Social Security tax
on up to $118,500 of your
earnings" states ssa.gov. 

 

In order to determine when
you can start collecting
Social Security and how
much you can collect, you
first need to know your full
retirement age, which is
when you are entitled to
your full (unreduced)
retirement benefits. This is
based off when you were
born. 

 

If you were born between
1943 and 1954, then your
full retirement age is 66. For
each year after that, two
months are added to the full
retirement age. For example, if you were born in 1955, it is 66 and 2 months, and if you were born in
1956, it is 66 and 4 months. This pattern continues until it maxes out at a full retirement age of 67,
which is applicable to everyone born in 1960 or later.

 

You are able to collect Social Security when you reach age 62, but since you are not at full retirement
age, there will be a permanent reduction in how much you receive. Therefore, it can be beneficial to
wait as long as possible. There is even incentive to continue waiting after you reach full retirement
age because your benefit can grow by 8 percent for each year.

 

"If you're going to err, err on taking in later," states Baylor University Professor William Reichenstein
for the U.S. News & World Report. "The risk of running out of money in your lifetime is obviously
greatest if one or both of you live a long time, and if that's the case, then it pays to wait. You can't
outlive the Social Security benefit."

 

Married couples have an extra reason to wait on receiving Social Security for full retirement age.
People who are married can claim Social Security based on their own work history, or choose to
receive up to 50 percent of the benefit of their spouse, if that ends up being higher. Ex-spouses are







receive up to 50 percent of the benefit of their spouse, if that ends up being higher. Ex-spouses are
also eligible for this, provided that they were married at least 10 years. If one spouse passes away, the
other can receive the full amount of the higher earner’s benefit. 

 

"The higher earner should base his benefits decision on the age he would be when the second
spouse dies," says Reichenstein. "What would probably be the best strategy is for him to wait until he
turns 70 because after the death of the first spouse, the survivor keeps the higher benefits."

 

It is not just people who are retired that benefit. Disabled people who are not able to work can qualify
and the children and spouse of a worker who passes away may also be eligible.

 

“Minor children of Social Security beneficiaries can be eligible for a benefit. Children up to age 18, or
up to age 19 if they are full-time students who haven't graduated from high school, and disabled
children older than 18 may be able to receive up to half of a parent's Social Security benefit.”

 

Social Security is based on a “credit” system and is adjusted for inflation. You must earn 40 credits in
order to receive Social Security. It is possible to earn as many as four credits a year, so it would take a
minimum of 10 years to qualify. Each year, the amount of earned money that it takes to equal a credit
is different. In 2015, it was $1,220 for 1 credit.

 

Out of all the years you work, only the 35 years when you had the biggest income are used to
determine how much Social Security you get. It is beneficial to work at least 35 years, even part time,
because if you don’t, any year without an income is considered a 0 and averaged in. It is important to
note that the 35 years don’t have to be consecutive.

 

“So if you decide to phase into retirement by going part-time, you won't affect your benefit at all if you
have 35 years of higher earnings. But if you make more money, your benefit will be adjusted upward,
even if you are still working while taking your benefit.”

 

You can estimate your maximum benefit by using this online calculator:
http://www.socialsecurity.gov/retire2/estimator.htm

 

Social Security is a main piece of many people’s retirement portfolio, but for all your retirement
questions, please contact us today.
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Five Reasons to Avoid Retail Credit Cards
How good of a deal is a store credit card?

You’re at the checkout at your favorite retail store, when suddenly you’re offered a 10 percent or 15
percent discount on what you’re buying in exchange for opening a store credit card. Sound familiar? If
this has ever happened to you, then you might’ve been tempted by all the advantages the store will
make it sound like the card will bring, such as promotions, discounts, as well as other perks. 

 

While it may sound tempting, don’t be swayed. Yes, there can be many advantages of having a store
card, but many times, there can be just as many drawbacks, too. Consider the following cons before
signing up for a retail credit card:

 

1. Low limits. More often
than not, retail credit cards
start you out with a low
credit limit (especially if your
credit is poor). And if your
limit is only $100 to $1,000,
the purchases you make
could easily put you at a
higher credit utilization (your
purchasing power amount)
than what's beneficial for
your credit. So for example,
if you have a credit utilization
of more than 20 percent, a
credit card with a $100 limit
means you shouldn’t buy
more than $20 worth of
items — and that’s not very
useful. 

 

2. High interest rates. With
rates usually around 20 to
30 percent, if you’re likely to
revolve balances, it can
become extremely pricey if you don’t pay off what you owe at the end of your grace period. In fact, in
some cases, people end up paying double or more of their initial purchase. So even with that discount
offered at the beginning of use, it still isn’t worth it financially. 

“The key, as with any credit card, is to pay it off each month, so that interest rate is moot,” says Matt
Schulz, senior industry analyst of CreditCards.com.

 

3. Negative credit score impact. This is especially true if you sign up for multiple retail cards. 

 

“You're going to see more than a 30 point ding if you start getting multiple cards," says Andy Jolls,
CEO of the credit educational site VideoCreditScore.com. And closing recently opened accounts
won’t necessarily make them disappear. 

"That account will stay on your credit report for seven years. It doesn't instantly go away when you
close it," explains Emily Peters, credit expert for Credit.com. In addition, applying for a new card also
lowers the average age of your accounts, which can have an impact on your credit history’s length. 







 

4. Spending temptation. "Once you sign up for a store card, you give the store free reign to bombard
you with enticing ads and shopping promotions," says Fatima Mehdikarimi, founder of
ShoppingQueen.com. So if you’re mulling over signing up for a retail card, consider your shopping
habits. If you acquire a store coupon, do you typically have the urge to use it, even if it’s on something
you might not have necessarily bought without it? If so, you’re probably better off not signing up. It’s
also important to keep in mind that “many of these promotions and sales can simply be had by signing
up for the store's e-mail newsletter,” according to Mehdikarimi.

 

5. The terms aren’t spelled out up front. Usually, salespeople will offer you the credit card when
you’re making a purchase, and that doesn’t give you a lot of time to think or go over a full explanation
of the terms and conditions before you decide.

 "Anytime that you're making a decision without taking the time to read through the contracts and
terms of service, it's not (a good idea)," says Schulz. "It's always best when you're offered one of
these cards to take a step back and think about it." So walk away to give it a second thought before
jumping into any rash decisions.

Interested in other options? Give us a call or stop by today to find out how we can help you.
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Holiday Closings

Our offices will be closed:
 
Monday, May 25th 
Memorial Day
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Unique Vehicles from Mainstream Manufacturers
If you want to stand out, here are a few vehicles you’ll want to see

There are many choices for you to consider when you’re looking for a new vehicle, but if you want to
stand out from the crowd, that number shrinks dramatically. While most vehicles follow a cookie cutter
mold, and fit in with the crowd, there are still a handful of vehicles that do things their own way. Here
are a few to consider.

smart fortwo – Engineered
with Mercedes-Benz, the
smart fortwo is a small car
with excellent gas mileage
and a small carbon footprint.
Starting at an MSRP of
$13,270 for the aptly named
“fortwo,” you’re sure to turn
plenty of heads, and field
even more questions. The
fortwo is 85 percent
recyclable and can achieve
as much as 38 mpg
highway. Unique colors and
plenty of features make this
model as fun as it is
practical. And even though
it’s minute, that doesn’t
mean it’s not safe. As a
matter of fact, the fortwo
comes standard with eight
airbags, electronic stability
program and a patented
tridion safety cell that’s modeled after a racecar roll cage, keeping you as safe as possible.
 

Ford Flex - If hauling people is a priority, but you’re just not ready to go the minivan route, the Ford
Flex is a great choice. Part SUV, part station wagon and part spaceship, the seven-passenger Flex
starts at an MSRP of $29,100 and is available in three trim levels, SE, SEL and Limited. There are two
engines to choose from, one of them being a turbocharged 3.5-liter EcoBoost V6 that gets up to 365
hp and 350 lb/ft of torque, while still managing up to 23 mpg highway. There is an excellent 155.8
cubic feet of passenger volume and up to 83.2 cubic feet of cargo capacity, too. In addition to its bold
design, standout features include available ambient lighting, a refrigerated console that can hold up to
seven 12-ounce cans or four half-liter bottles around 40 degrees, a 12-speaker Sony audio system
and power liftgate. Edmunds added that, “The 2015 Ford Flex offers a combination of space,
versatility, features and solid driving dynamics that makes it a top choice among larger crossovers.”
 

Cadillac ELR - If you’re looking for a luxury car that won’t blend in, the ELR may be what you’re
looking for. The ELR is labeled an extended range electric vehicle, which means you get the best of
both a gas powered and an electric powered vehicle. With a 37-mile range of electric driving, the ELR
can go over an additional 300 miles with its gas-powered engine. And we’re not talking about some
wimpy engine either, with total system output of 162 hp and a thunderous 295 lb/ft of torque, the ELR
can shoot to 60 mph in a tick over 7 1/2 seconds.

“Cadillac’s new 2014 ELR looks astonishing,” according to Car and Driver magazine. “Low, chiseled,
aggressive, provocative, and uncompromised by any concession to practicality, it seems to have been
time-warped out of some Gene Roddenberry–spec, 23rd-century future onto today’s roads.” 

There are some other interesting models to check out including the Nissan Juke, Audi TT, Subaru XC
Crosstrek and the Toyota FJ Cruiser. Whatever you choose, be sure to stop by to see the financing







options we can offer you.
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How to Stop Procrastinating 
Ways to avoid putting things off and to be more productive

Procrastination happens to the best of us. Whether it’s postponing the reorganization of your closet,
an assignment at work, or refinancing your home, we’ve all delayed projects that we didn’t want to do
at a certain point in time. But procrastination only temporarily makes you feel better.

“Putting off the dreaded item on your list saps your strength,” explains Eva Wisnik, who provides
time-management training for lawyers and corporations in New York City. “Checking it off will make
you feel super-productive.”

Try one of these
get-things-done tips today:

Avoid distractions 

Most of the time, the reason
we procrastinate is because
there’s something else we’d
rather do — whether it’s play
the game from the new app
you just downloaded, watch
TV, call a friend, or browse
Facebook. Find out what’s
diverting your attention from
the task at hand, and then
get rid of it. So for example,
put your phone in a drawer,
unplug the TV or block
entertaining websites. With
distractions in your reach,
you’re more likely to be
tempted to pursue them. But
once they’re out of sight,
they’re also out of mind, and
it will free you up to achieve
what needs to be done.

Shrink the task

Sometimes, people procrastinate because they’re overwhelmed by how much needs to get done.
Decrease some of that pressure by making the task at hand smaller. For example, if you need to
clean three bathrooms in your home, narrow it down to just one and see how you feel. Or, if you have
to organize eight boxes, do three. Once you start and see how good it makes you feel, you’ll likely
want to do more.

Regroup in the middle of the day 

If you know you’re a procrastinator, make sure to check in with yourself — especially if it feels like
your morning has flown by without accomplishing much.

“At 2 p.m. every day, assess how much you’ve accomplished, remind yourself of what’s critical, and
alter your plan so you can tackle the most important thing,” says Wisnik. This will help you ensure you
have enough time to complete the things that need to get done. “If you wait until 5 p.m. to evaluate
your day, you’re out of time — and in crisis mode, putting out fires.”

Make a date 

With yourself, that is! It may sound strange, but pencil in what you need to do on your calendar or
plug it into your smartphone. And treat this designated time slot as you would any other appointment.
For instance, don’t schedule conflicting activities and don’t be late. Setting an appointment with
yourself will hold you more accountable and help you avoid procrastinating. Think of it this way: You
wouldn’t blow off a friend’s plans or a boss’s meeting if you had a scheduled meeting with them, would







wouldn’t blow off a friend’s plans or a boss’s meeting if you had a scheduled meeting with them, would
you?

Work in 10-minute intervals

Ten minutes. That’s it! Set a timer for a short amount of time where you do what needs to be done
and nothing else.

“Anyone can do 10 measly minutes,” says Debbie Mandel, a stress-management specialist in New
York City and the author of “Addicted to Stress: A Woman’s 7-Step Program to Reclaim Joy and
Spontaneity in Life.” “You may get engrossed and end up working even longer.” That’s because the
satisfaction you’ll feel from accomplishing your job within that short time period will trump the negative
outlook you had before.

Your time is valuable, so take the advice of the experts and you’ll see your productivity boom.
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Visit Reykjavik, Iceland
A European vacation that is anything but ordinary

If you’re sick of repeating the same vacations year after year, take a break from the ordinary and
escape to Iceland for a mega dose of adventure, scenic beauty and culture. Staying in Reykjavik gives
visitors easy access to geothermal wonders, fine dining and extraordinary landscapes, for an Icelandic
vacation you will never forget. 

 

What to do

 

When you look at tourism photos of Iceland, there is one scene that is always featured: tourists
relaxing in the shockingly blue geothermal waters of the Blue Lagoon. The drive from Reykjavik is
approximately 50 minutes, but it is well worth the trip for the outrageous photo opportunities and the
chance to relax in a natural wonder. Many visitors feel that the natural minerals in the lava-heated
seawater have unique healing properties, so save time to rest and soak awhile. You can find more
information about the Blue Lagoon and other thermal pools close to Reykjavik at
http://www.visitreykjavik.is.

 

You will gain an understanding of the history of Iceland as you enjoy the vibrant and imaginative
displays at the National Museum of Iceland, including the permanent “Making a Nation” exhibit. This
glimpse of history combined with the other artistic displays will give you insight to the local culture and
enrich your entire vacation. You can find directions and other information at
http://www.thjodminjasafn.is.

 

Where to stay

 

Just as when buying a home, selecting a hotel is all about the location, and Hotel Borg features one of
the best in the city. The hotel, which was built in 1930, is located next to Reykjavik’s cathedral on the
beautifully landscaped Austurvöllur square. The hotel is resplendent in Art Deco charm that features a
minimalist Scandinavian twist. Shopping, fine dining, art galleries and more are all within walking
distance. You can find more information about amenities and book your stay at http://en.hotelborg.is.

 

The 101 Hotel is another option in a wonderful location with many restaurants and nightlife options in
walking distance. This sophisticated boutique hotel is one of the trendiest in the city, attracting
glamorous and interesting guests, so make sure to stop into the bar to enjoy the atmosphere and an
aperitif before heading out to dinner. To learn more about this romantic and happening hotel, please
visit http://www.101hotel.is.

 

Where to eat

 

The fish market Fiskmarkadurinn is considered by many to be the best restaurant in the city. This
iconic downtown spot is located in a historic wood-frame building that gives diners a glimpse of
traditional Icelandic wood-frame architecture juxtaposed with trendy Asian decor. Regional Icelandic
dishes are likewise paired in perfect harmony with Asian cuisine, for an unforgettable meal. 

 

If you are willing to travel slightly outside of downtown to the family-owned 3 Frakkar Hja Ulfari, you
will have the opportunity to experience some truly traditional cuisine. The menu is primarily seafood,







and diners with adventurous taste will be greatly rewarded.

 

 “Popular with locals and unabashedly Icelandic, 3 Frakkar accommodates just 44 diners in its cozy,
old-school dining room enlivened by mounted fish and stuffed rams' heads on the walls,” describes
Travel + Leisure magazine.

 

Embark on a new adventure that will surely become a cherished memory for your family by starting to
plan your Iceland vacation today.
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Green Spring Cleaning Tips
Spruce up your home in an eco-friendly way

It’s that time of year again…everyone is busting out their cleaning supplies and partaking in the
springtime spruce up. Rather than spending a bunch of time and money on materials and methods
that harm the world around us, utilize these tips to be more environmentally-conscious and even
improve your environment. 

 

Dusting

 

One simple suggestion is
the tip that keeps on tipping
— use vinegar. Vinegar is
the primary green cleaning
solution for multiple uses.
Mix a few tablespoons of
vinegar in a bowl of water,
soak a dishrag, wring it out
and go to town on any
surface. The solution not
only cleans off present dust,
but also sticks around to
help repel future dust. 

 

Carpet cleaning

 

Use the same ingredients in
a steam cleaner (a borrowed
one, if you want to save
money) to deep clean your
rugs. Fill the compartment with equal parts water and vinegar, then use the cleaner as directed and
rinse with plain water. Don’t worry about the vinegar smell, it disappears as the carpet dries. 

 

Bathrooms

 

Save money by purchasing borax at the supermarket instead of the multitude of commercial cleaners
out there. Mix it with water and lemon juice and then start cleaning. But you’ll have to be more patient
— because although it is more healthful, it doesn’t cut through the grit as quickly as typical cleaners
with chemicals, but eventually the job is done just as well. 

 

Freezers

 

Don’t forget about ridding your refrigerator of those stinky old leftovers. While you’re at it, do the
freezer, too. To avoid the freezer’s contents thawing out and going bad while you are cleaning, simply
remember to plan ahead. Take an inventory of what’s in your freezer and list out a weekly menu
utilizing the frozen food. Then clean out the fridge/freezer with the same solution you used to dust.
Once your spring cleaning is done, go shopping for fresh food to refill your appliance.

 







Tapestries and bedding

 

Remove your curtains and strip the beds, then wash them on delicate with an eco-friendly,
high-efficiency (or “honest”) detergent. Afterward, take advantage of that springtime weather and hang
them outdoors to dry. 

 

Air filters

 

Install a living air filter in the form of houseplants. Not only do they add decor to your home, they also
efficiently clean the interior air. To properly clean your home’s air, the recommended number of plants
is between 15-18 Spider plants, English ivy, rubber plants or peace lilies (in a 6-8-inch diameter
container) for an 1,800-square-foot home. That might sound like a lot, but you can be creative with
arrangements and also place more in rooms where you spend the most time. 

 

Recycle clutter

 

If you have extra items that you no longer use, or clothes that don’t fit, for example, put them aside for
a yard sale or box them up for Goodwill or the Salvation Army. You can also list things on Craigslist or
other social media for sale or giveaway. 

 

If you have clothing items that are a little more-than-gently used, turn them into rags for dusting. This
is much more eco-friendly than wasting single-use paper towels for cleaning. 

 

Remember that these tips apply any time of year, not just in the springtime. Use these suggestions
and start living more closely to nature all year round. 
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Fun Outdoor Projects for Spring
Transform your backyard with these exciting projects

Now that the weather is warming up, it is much more enjoyable to spend time outside. If you don’t feel
tempted to hang out in your backyard, completing a fun new project is the perfect solution. Any of
these projects will give your backyard new life and encourage your family to spend time together
outside.

 

Easy luminaria

 

Make beautiful luminaria to
light your patio, a project
your whole family can be
involved in, and then have a
stargazing party to enjoy the
beautiful atmosphere they
create. These DIY luminaria
are easy, but aren’t
weatherproof, so bring them
inside after each use.

 

First, buy tap lights,
translucent rice paper,
double sided tape and
decorating materials. Tap
lights are circular, flat on the
bottom and are turned on by
tapping the top. They are
inexpensive and sold at
most hardware and
department stores.

 

Now, make a template for
the luminaries by laying the light flat on a table and wrapping a sheet of paper around the base. You
will connect the sides of the paper with double sided tape, so make sure the sides overlap. To start
with, make the paper a little too long and trim it down until there is just enough overlap for the tape to
hold it together.

 

Use this paper as a template to measure out the correct size in translucent rice paper. Have your
whole family decorate several of the rice papers with stickers, paint or marker drawings, and their
designs will be illuminated when the lights are turned on. Once the designs are complete, tape the
cylinders together and place them on the lights outside.

 

Add new life to your concrete patio or walkway

 

If you have a concrete patio that is looking dull, you can completely transform the way it looks and
update the entire look of your yard by painting it. Most people don’t realize that concrete can be
painted, and think they are stuck with the same drab color forever, but you can purchase concrete
paint at most hardware stores.







 

Before you start your project, remove everything from the surface, sweep it, and use a scrub brush to
clean up any sticky spots from sap or spilled food. Experts recommend using trisodium phosphate
cleaner for this step, which can be bought online or at most hardware stores.

 

Next, rent a power washer or have it professionally power washed to prime it for the paint. If there is
any existing paint on the concrete, the power washer should have been sufficient to remove it, but if
you see any remaining portions, you will need to use a removing solvent and paint scraper.

 

Priming the surface is a crucial step that will leave you with smooth, professional-looking results, so
be sure not to skip it. Exterior-grade block primer is best for concrete because it fills in the bumps and
pores on the surface. One good choice is Behr’s Concrete and Masonry Bonding Primer. After you
coat the surface, wait at least eight hours to paint, even though it dries in a couple of hours.

 

Now it’s time to paint. Choose masonry paint that can be tinted to the color of your choice and applied
with a texture roller, high-capacity roller or masonry brush. You will need several coats for full
coverage, and each coat needs time to dry before the next. It is also necessary to wait a few days
after the last coat to make sure the surface is fully cured, so make sure there are several rain-free
days ahead before you begin.

 

Choosing more than one color and painting a square or diamond pattern will give the concrete the
luxurious look of outdoor tiles. There are many exciting patterns that are popular with concrete
painting, so search online for inspiration.

 

Outdoor checker board

 

If you have room in your backyard for a new patio, step up the fun factor by creating an outdoor
checker/chess board. First, measure the space you have for your patio, keeping in mind it will need to
be a square. Eight square tiles go in each row, so to find the correct size tiles you need, divide the
length of one side by 8. If you use 12” square paving tiles, you will need an 8’ by 8’ area. You will
need 64 tiles, 32 in a light color and 32 dark, but they don’t have to be the traditional black and white.

 

Next, dig out the area that will be the patio and add at least four inches of gravel. The gravel will need
to be compacted, but you can rent a compactor. After that, add 1/2 of your patio sand on top and rake
it to make sure that it is smooth. Now you can lay your tiles in the pattern of a chess/checker board.
When you are done, sweep more sand over to fill in the cracks.

 

You can easily make bean bags to use as checker pieces, but chess pieces will have to be marked to
assign their position. It is also possible to buy giant chess pieces.

 

DIY projects are sure to add even more flair and personality to your dwelling so start on yours today.
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